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Es wiirde ein schiefes Bild abgeben, wenn die immense
FleiBarbeit von S. ungewiirdigt bliebe. Sie scheut sich nicht,
bei der Suche nach unterstiitzenden Informationen iiber den
Tellerrand der Islamwissenschaft zu schauen. Da macht sich
die historische Schulung an der SOAS bemerkbar. Der Aussagewert ihrer thesenhaften SchluBfolgerungen muB jedoch
an der Beschaffenheit des Materials gemessen werden, dem
sie jene abgewinnt. Und das ist unsolide.
Das Arabische als Quellensprache erfahrt eine stiefmiitterliche Behandlung. Zitiert wird iiberwiegend — wenn vorhanden — aus Ubersetzungen, wenn nicht, dann — ohne
Angabe — ganz offenbar aus der Sekundarliteratur. Das racht
sich in Form unnotiger Fehler: Die ibaditische 5er Gruppe
wird durchweg falsch mit »hamaldt« (S. 4 passim) statt:
hamalat al-'ilm umschrieben; Salama b. Sa'Id heiBt nicht
»Salama« (S. 4 Anm. 10); die Anekdote mit »'Umran [sic]
b. Hattan al-ShaybanI« (S. 33 Anm. 24) ist der Sekundarliteratur entnommen, die verkorkste Namensform der Masqueray'schen Ubersetzung im Appendix der »Chronique« (S.
367-8), oHne auf die Originalstelle bei Sammahl {Siyar 1114ff) zu remrrieren, wo der Name »'Imran b. Hattan« lautet; davon ware ein Querverweis auf den (basrischen?) Ibadit
und Qatada-S^huler Imran (b.) al-Qattan (zu ihm van Ess,
Theologie II 2^7-8) moglich gewesen; Su'aib b. al-Mu'arrif
(S. 53) muB wc^l »al-Ma'ruf« gelesen werden (ibid. 210f);
statt Mu'awiyaNj. Hudaig steht Khadlj (S. 72 Anm. 35);
Hassan b. an-NuVnan heiBt einmal Hasan (S. 90 Anm. 8),
einmal Hasan b. Nu'man (S. 98 Anm. 56), dann wieder
Hasan b. an-Nu'man (S. 113 Anm. 2); lies: tasmiya statt:
tasmiya (S. 141 Anm. 24) und an yakdna statt: an yakUnd;
gegen Lewicki {Du mniveau sur la liste... 180) und andere
liest S. immer » Y a m n « (S. 66 passim) statt: Afran,
Ifran/Ifran. Viele Fliichvigkeiten hatten durch einen letzten
Korrekturdurchgang berelnigt werden konnen: Isma'Il (S. 20
Anm. 20), KhwarzimI (S.VS), shird (S. 26 Anm. 51), »it is
also tells« (S. 60), surdt (S\71 Anm. 29), S. 93 ist Anm. 29
in den Text gerutscht, IfrlqiVa (S. 102 Anm. 91), Qastlllya
(S. 155 41.); K. al-'idah (S. 1^9) usw.
^
Zur formlichen LeichtfertigReit de5...ymgangs mit Texten
gesellt sich eine methodische. Mit^usnahme der trivialen
Skepsis gegniiber dem Infpjwationswert der »spaten«
ibaditischen Tabaqdt-Wej^Jae^. 52\verzichtet S. auf eine kritische Bewertung Ujrei't^ellen. Da^^und wie etwa die Chroniken von Ibn^^Raqlq, Ibn Tdari und an-Nuwairl aufeinander aufb^«€iC hatte sie sogar bei H\R. Idris (L 'Occident
Musulman, in: REI XXXIX/2, 1971) nVchlesen konnen. Die
sattsam bekannten Uberlieferungsprobletne der ibaditischen
Traditionen werden mit einem gelegentlichen »friihen
Gewahrsmann« abgetan. Hier hatte eine grVindliche Auswertung des Wisyanl-MS (Krakow/Lwow, Saminlung Smogorzewski Nr. 277) wirklich weiterfiihrende Ergaibnisse erzielen
konnen. Statt dessen nimmt S. resigniert Absciaied von sorgfaltigen Quellenvergleichen und bedient siVh in einem
Gemischtwarenladen aus Lewicki-Ibaditica, Chroniken, Geographien, Nachschlagewerken und anderer tertiarer Literatur
nach Belieben. Das datum wird dadurch entseelt, aus seinem
Kontext gerissen und ins Korsett einer kondensierterSUberbauthese gepreBt.
Neben der programmatischen Beliebigkeit wirken sich
auch die verschiedenen sprachlichen Zugangsprobleme auf
die Auslese und Auswertung des Quellenmaterials aus. Arabische Sekundarliteratur ist im Grunde nicht vertreten. Die
Arbeiten von Mu'ammar {al-Ibddiya), Hulaifat {Nas'a), M.
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Ismatl {Hawdrig) und 'Ammar TalibI {Ard ) sind nicht einmal erwahnt. Auch neuere Editionen wichtiger Quellentexte
hat S. nicht beniitzt, so etwa die Ahbdr von Ibn as-Saglr oder
den Tdrih (Ed. az-Zaidan/Musa, Beirut 1990) von Ibn arRaqlq. Deutschsprachige Sekundarliteratur wird ganz ignoriert. Die beiSs^n jiingsten (nicht-arabi^hen) Monographien
zur GeschichteSder Ibadlya (Rebstock, Die Ihdditen im
Magrib, und Schwartz, Die Anfdnge der Ibaditen in Nordafrika) werden von^. iiber die Besprechung (ihres Doktorvaters?) M. Brett (DSOAS 4 9 ; 1986) in zwei Anm. und
jeweils fehlerhaften bibnograpbischen Eintragen abgehandelt.
Die miihseligen Kartieruh^syersuche von S. verlieren ohne
die Beriicksichtigung von^Cl. Forstners Das Wegenetz des
Zentralen Maghreb in isfan^scher Zeit, Wiesbaden 1979)
erheblich an Wert. Ihre Ausfiilu^ngen zur Dogmengeschichte
fallen ohne das Ibadlva-KapiteTwon van Ess {Theologie II
186-233) auf den Stjuid der 60epJahre zuriick. Auch ohne
eine Fortsetzung d^ser Liste zeicntaet sich in diesem Buch
eine Tendenz ab,^ie zu denken gebensinuB (und die auch die
Herausgeber dejStudies hatten bedenBen miissen): die Forderung eines Perschungsstils, der aVS — zugegeben —
hohem Niveau seinen Gegenstand so geschickt zurechtstutzt,
daB er fiir die zur Verfiigung stehenden Werkzeuge und fiir
»merkwiirdige« headlines taugt. Das ist A Gateway to
Barzah.
Freiburg, Januar 1999

Ulrich

REBSTOCK

JAYYUSI, Salma Khadra (ed.) — The Legacy of Muslim
Spain / chief consultant to the editor Manuela Marin, E.J.
Brill, Leiden 1994, ISBN 90-04-09954-9; HFL. 138,-;
US $ 79,00. Vol. 1: XX -I- 24 pi. -i- 552. ISBN 90-0409952-2. Vol. 2: IV, 553-1098 p. + 4 p. krt. waarvan 1
uitsl.; ISBN 90-04-09953-0.
The first impression one gets when reading the bulk of the
articles of this comprehensive book, which is subdivided into
groups of articles by discipline, is that most of the articles
lose themselves in an accumulation of disparate details and
a proliferation of small facts, and one is inclined to think that
writing medieval history is the documentation of discrete
facts in the broadest sense. But be that as it may, the reader
receives an overview of the many disciplines that form a part
of any description of Muslim Spain and its legacy to the
world. Naturally, in a review as small as this I cannot give a
full account of all the articles. Therefore I will give an
extended review of certain thought-provoidng and sometimes
controversial articles, while mentioning others only by title.
In the group of articles devoted to HISTORY an "Envelope Essay" by Mahmoud Makki deals with "The Political
History of al-Andalus (92/711-897/1492)" [p. 3ff ]. Then follows James Dickie's article in the subsection The Cities, entitled "Granada: A Case Study of Arab Urbanism in Muslim
Spain" [p. 88] and Robert Hillenbrand's "The Ornament of
the World": Medieval Cordoba as a Cultural Centre" [p.
112]. Then it is Sevilla's turn in Rafael Valencia's "Lslamic
Seville: Its Political, Social and Cultural History" [p 136].
Then follows the history of the minorities, dealt with by
Mikel de Epalza ("Mozarabs: An Emblematic Christian
Minority in Islamic al-Andalus"; p. 149), Margarita Lopez
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Gomez ("The Mozarabs: Worthy Bearers of Islamic Culture;
p. 171), L.P. Harvey ("The Mudejars; p. 176) and Raymond
P. Scheindlin ("The Jews in Muslim Spain; p. 188). The later
stage of the Moriscos in Christian territory is described by
L.P. Harvey ("The Political, Social and Cultural History of
the Moriscos"; p. 201). Then two articles about the religious
spectrum ("Al-Andalus and North Africa in the Almohad
Ideology"; p. 235) by Madeleine Fletcher and ("Moral Enemies, Invisible Neighbours: Northerners in Andalusian
Eyes"; p. 259) by Aziz al-Azmeh.
The last article in this group is one by Abbas Hamdani
which is entitled "An Islamic Background to the Voyages of
Discovery" [p. 273]. Muslim writings referred to the sphericity of the earth, a fact which had been nearly forgotten in the
"Dark Ages" and without which the discovery of America
would have been an impossibility. Columbus found support
for his belief that the earth was a sphere in the astronomical
treatise al-Mudkhil written by al-Farghani in 247/861. It was
translated into Latin in 1135 by John of Seville and Gerard
of Cremona, but may have reached Columbus via the Imago
Mundi of the French Cardinal, theologian and geographer
Pierre d'Ailly (1350-1420), particularly from chapter eight of
his book "concerning the Size of the Habitable Earth", or, as
was mentioned by Columbus' son, Ferdinand, via the commentary of Ibn Rushd (Averroes) (d. 595/1198) on Aristotle's On the Heavens. Another important fact was the existence of Arabic navigational instruments, and sailing charts,
the so-called portulans.
The second group, concerned with LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURE, contains an article by Pierre Cachia, dealing mainly with literary prose ("Andalusi Belles Lettres";
p. 307). About the impact of Arabic literature he says (p.
314): "In European Christian literatures [...] the influence
of Arabic writers is more open to debate. It is noticeable that
of the prose works known to have echoes in European writing, few belong to the classical Arabic canon. Thus Fr.
Anselmo de Turmeda's Disputa del Asno (1417), in which
an ass argues against the superiority of Man, has roots in
one of the Epistles of the Brethren of Purity, a series of scientific and philosophical essays dating from the 4th/10th
century. [...] Whether or not distinct literary streams can be
traced flowing from Islamic Spain to other parts of Europe,
there is no doubt that al-Andalus was one of the main channels by which the entire Arab-Islamic heritage, together with
the wealth of Greek thought integrated into it, was passed
on to the West".
Salma Jayyusi (Andalusi Poetry: The Golden Period; p.
317; and "Nature Poetry in al-Andalus and the Rise of Ibn
Khafaja", p. 367) discusses in her articles the impact of
nature on poetry in al-Andalus, always referring to the Arab
poets of the East as predecessors of the Andalusian poets.
Subsequently she deals with the poetry of Ibn Hani', Ibn
Shuhayd, Ibn ZaydQn, and others. She also discusses the possible later imitations of Arabic flower poetry by Spanish
poets of our own age. She quotes the 20-century poet Rafael
Alberti, a poet of the "Generation of 27", a "profoundly
poetical" generation, saying: "The book of Arab-Andalusian
poetry of Emilio Garcia Gomez that appeared between 1928
and 1929 was a revelation for me and had a great influence
on my work, but above all influenced the work of Federico
Garcia Lorca." She assumes that there is a link between the
arabesque — which originated in the East — and the concentration of miniature descriptions in poetry.
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Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. Khafaja (1058-1138) forms a chapter per se in Andalusi poetry. He is seen as particularly interesting because of his treatment of nature, his particular attitude to the world, his crucial feelings vis-a-vis existential
problems, and his handling of the problems of youth and old
age, life and death. She describes his birthplace, remarkeable
for its beauty and fertility, and his exploitation of the long
experience of nature poetry in the East and in al-Andalus,
such that it developed into a higher level of sophistication
than ever previously demonstrated. She takes note of his
style, his choice of vocabulary, syntactical artangements and
rhythmic structures, which vary according to the source of
his inspiration, his warm affinity with the inherited bedouin
style, with the mention of the place names of Arabia and references to its fauna and flora, and his expression of a
deepseated nostalgia. In some of his poems Ibn Khafajah
demonstrates a revolutionary attitude to language, using a
vocabulary of great originality, and making a revolutionary
change in diction and syntax alike. "Had these changes
become a way of writing in al-Andalus, a genuinely Andalusi
style would perhaps have been established."
As an example of his original treatment of style, Jayyusi
remarks that the poet "sometimes selects his vocabulary from
a long-forgotten repertoire, or chooses rare plurals, or uses
words in a novel way that arouses immediate surprise in the
reader, sometimes coining them anew and using them with
an intended meaning not generally used in Arabic."
She also says: "A remarkable feature is his persistent
capacity to transfer words between different semantic
areas.[...] He often, for example, borrows from the vocabulary of battle to describe other themes, or from the vocabulary of the human form to describe nature." "He sometimes
audaciously arranges his words to form phrases and sentences
in a way unfamiliar in the syntax of the inherited poetry".
Her very useful article on Ibn Khafajah ends with a translation of Ibn Khafaja's mountain poem by Magda al-Nowaihi
and Cristopher Middleton. Salma Jayyusi's remarks are very
pertinent and especially those who read Ibn Khafajah regularly will realize how true they are.
In his article ("Zajal and Muwashshaha: Hispano-Arabic
Poetry and the Romance Traditon"; p. 398) James Monroe
postulates that the zajal was earlier than the muwashshahgenre, and that it was possibly of Iberian origin, especially
in view of the impact of Iberian musical and poetic forms
upon zajal and muwashshah. He also quotes the relevant passages from Ibn Bassam and Maimonides, which he cites as
proof that the zajal came into existence earlier than the
muwashshah. Monroe also assumes possible Iberian influence
on Andalusian Arabic notions of courtly love. All the aspects
which he deals with in this article are currently a source of
great debate and disagreement in the scholarly world. In support of his views Monroe quotes (p. 412) an opinion that the
philosopher and musician Ibn Bajja (d. 533/1139) "combined
the songs of the Christians with those of the East, thereby
inventing a style found only in Andalus, toward which the
temperament of its people inclined so that they rejected all
others". According to Monroe, this musical tradition, based
largely on muwashshahas and zajals, has survived to the present day in North Africa. "We were able to affirm that the
direction of the musical influence was from medieval
Romance to Arabic music. Not only is the rondeau melodic
pattern used in North Africa of Romance origin, but the
modern Andalusi tradition of Morocco exhibits a typically

I
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European absence of the quarter-tones that characterise Eastem Arab music."
He goes on to describe the process that, in his view, gave
rise to the zajal and its daughter, the muwashshah. According to Monroe, in the end, the kharja is the independent
nucleus out of which the muwashshah was built.
Lois A. Giffen ("Ibn Hazm and the Tawq al-Hamama";
p. 420) discusses the Tawq al-Hamama by Ibn Hazm especially in the light of the many volumes of scholarly publications on the troubadours and courtly love, which try to fmd
the origin of this courtly love in Arabic love poetry. She tries
to elude the attitude of sceptics that is embodied in the maxim
of the medieval scholastics, De possibili ad esse nulla illatio
("One may not infer that something exists from the mere possibility of its existence"), which was quoted by a modem
scholar during a discussion where he demanded historical
proof that troubadours had seen or heard and understood the
actual texts of particular Arabic love poems or songs, and she
gives some parallels between the themes of the Tawq and the
troubadouresque courtly love.
The linguistic side of this group of articles is represented by
F. Corriente ("Linguistic Interference Between Arabic and the
Romance Languages of the Iberian Peninsula"; p. 443). While
stating that Arabic has exerted a degree of influence upon Hispanic Romance languages he also says: "As for the converse
phenomenon, i.e., the impact of Romance on the colloquial Arabic used by all segments of the population in al-Andalus regardless of their race, creed or social status, it was already posited
by Simonet at the end of the last century, although, for obvious
reasons, detailed accounts of relevant phonemic, morphological, syntactic and lexical interferences have not been available
until more recent times." Moreover, according to Corriente,
scholars in the past had the mistaken assumption that borrowing from Arabic into Romance took place directly from Classical Arabic and did not necessarily come via Andalusi Arabic.
The second linguistic article by Dieter Messner ("Further
Listings and Categorisations of Arabic Words in IberoRomance Languages"; p. 452) deals with lexical borrowings
from the Arabic into Romance.
Arabic influences on European Literatures is dealt with by
Roger Boase ("Arab Influences on European Love-Poetry";
p. 457). In his article about Arabic influences on love poetry,
Roger Boase declares that the question of "Andalusian influence" on the troubadours is far from answered. After having
quoted the old negative views by Ernest Renan ("an abyss separates the form and the spirit of Romance poetry from the form
and the spirit of Arabic poetry") and Reinardt Dozy ("... A
direct influence of Arabic poetry on Provencal') poetry, [...]
it has not been established and it will not be established") and
also Stem's denial of any direct contact between the two poetries, Boase affirms his own opinion that courtly love may be
defined as "a comprehensive cultural phenomenon... which
arose in an aristocratic Christian environment exposed to Hispano-Arabic influences". He then gives an overview of what
he considers as being the essential features of this conception
of courtly love (the beloved's sovereignty, the lover's fidelity
and submission, secrecy, etc.). "With the exception of the
analogy of feudalism", he says (p. 460), "all the main features
') Nowadays we should say "Occitan" instead of "Provencal", since
the troubadours used the Occitan language, when living not only in
Provence, but also in Languedoc. Aquitania. Northern Spain and Northern
Italy (AS).
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which I have just mentioned are founded in the Arab poetic
tradition of chaste love, al-hubb al- 'udhrl..." According to the
author the tradition of chaste love was expressed in treatises
such as Ibn Hazm's Tawq al-Hamama. This tradition was
imported into "southem France"^) by musicians, singing-girls,
captives and slaves. The author argues against Peter Dronke's
opinion that the parallels between Proven9al and Arabic lovepoetry are purely coincidental. At the end of his article, the
author mentions some material about the evidence of cultural
links between Christian Europe and Arab-Islamic civilization,
and avenues of transmission within Muslim Spain and Sicily;
he also mentions general themes and specific motifs in poetry.
He enumerates a variety of slave-girls of Christian origin at
Muslim courts and Muslim slave-girls who became lute playing singers and concubines at Christian courts. Then he provides examples from both Provencal poetry and Arabic poetry
showing parallel themes such as the lover's attitude of submission, the precept of discretion, the concept of joy and the
distinction between desire and ennobling passion. The author
argues that his material should have been sufficient to demonstrate that the Provengal troubadours and European poets in
general were influenced by Arabic poetry and treatises of love.
In her article, Maria Rosa Menocal ("Al-Andalus and
1492: The Ways of Remembering"; p. 483) calls for a new
approach in the study of Moslim Spain in relation to other
Iberian disciplines. Disciplines such as Romance, Hebrew
and Arabic literature should not be studied in different departments of a university. She also suggests that the medieval
world, which consisted of so many cultures and languages,
was adapted to later more uniform nationalist tendencies in
philology. I quote: "It is a cliche with considerable tmth that
the whole idea of the Renaissance, beginning with its very
name, acquires meaning first of all through contra-distinction
to a medieval past.[...] What the [ ] muwashshahdt and the
[ ] prolific tradition of philosophical and scientific translation-...-also reveal, [ ], is a medieval past that is not dark, [ ]
What our histories have wanted is the post-1492 European
ideal: a coherent narration [ ] Indeed, what is thrown overboard in the neat nartation of a pure past (...) was once said
to be darkness, ignorance, superstition and chanting:[ ] " .
The article by Luce Lopez Baralt ("The Legacy of Islam
in Spanish Literature"; p. 505) gives some insight into the
influence of Spain's Oriental on Spanish literature. The
author says that in dealing with this subject in this article she
is dealing only with the tip of the iceberg: exploring the full
scope of the legacy of Islam in Spanish literature must of
necessity be the task of future generations.
The Second Volume is devoted to arts and sciences. An
envelope essay about music is written by Own Wright
("Music in Islamic Spain"; p. 555). A group of articles on
ART AND ARCHITECTURE consists of another Envelope
Essay by Oleg Grabar ("Two Paradoxes in the Islamic Art
of the Spanish Peninsula"; p. 583), and of other articles by
Jerrylin Dodds ("The Mudejar Tradition in Architecture"; p.
592; and "The Arts of al-Andalus"; p. 599), James Dickie
("Space and Volume in Nasrid Architecture"; p. 621), J.C.
Burgel ("Ecstasy and Control in Andalusi Art: Steps towards
a New Approach"; p. 626) and A. Femandez-Puertas ("Calligraphy in al-Andalus"; p. 639).
-) The geographical indication as used by this author is anachronistic.
One should say Provence, Aquitania etc., or Occitania. the region where
Occitan dialects were a mothertongue (AS).
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A group of articles on SOCIAL HISTORY AND
LIFESTYLE follows: Pierre Guichard treats in his Envelope
Essay "The Social History of Muslim Spain" [p. 679], Maria
J. Viguera deals with "The Social Status of Andalusi
Women" [p. 709], and David Waines with "The Culinary
Culture of al-Andalus" [p. 725].
ECONOMIC HISTORY is covered by Pedro Chalmeta,
who gives "An Approximate Picture of the Economy of alAndalus" [Envelope Essay, p. 741] and by Olivia Remie
Constable ("Muslim Merchants in Andalusi International
Trade"; p. 759).
PHILOSOPHY is dealt with by Miguel Cruz Hemandez
("Islamic Thought in the Iberian Peninsula"; Envelope
Essay, p. 777), Jamal al-Din al-'Alawi ("The Philosophy of
Ibn Rushd"; p. 804) and J.C. Burgel ('Ibn Tufayl and his
Hayy Ibn Yaqzan: A Turning Point in Arabic Philosophical
Writing"; p. 830).
In the group of articles on RELIGIOUS STUDIES we find
Dominique Urvoy's article on "The 'Ulama' of al-Andalus"
[p. 849], Manuela Maria's on "Muslim Religious Practices
in al-Andalus (2nd/8th-4th/10th Centuries)" [p. 878], Maria
Isabel Fierto's on "Heresy in al-Andalus" [p. 895], and
Claude Addas's "Andalusi Mysticism and the Rise of Ibn
'ArabI" [p. 909].
The section entitled SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
AGRICULTURE consists of the following articles: "Natural
and Technical Sciences in al-Andalus" by J. Vemet [p. 937];
"The Exact Sciences in al-Andalus" by Julio Samso [p. 952];
"Hydraulic Technology in al-Andalus" by Thomas F. Glick
[p. 974]; "Agriculture in Muslim Spain" by Expiracion Garcia Sanchez [p. 987]; "The Use of Plants for Dyeing and
Clothing" by Lucie Bolens [p. 1000]; "The Hispano-Arab
Garden: Notes towards a Typology" by James Dickie [p.
1016]; and "The Translating Activity in Medieval Spain" by
Charies Bumett [p. 1036].
The book as a whole concludes with a closure article by
the hand of Margarita Lopez Gomez ("Islamic Civilisation
in al-Andalus: A Final Assessment"; p. 1059); Biographies
of the Contributors [p. 1063]; an Index [p. 1074]; and Maps
by Jezus Zanon [p. 1099].
It should by now be clear that I could not discuss all the articles. However, the bulk of the articles give a good and balanced survey of the present state of research. In this connection I would like to mention the above mentioned article by
Raymond Scheindlin on the Jews in Muslim Spain, which also
deals with the presence of Judeo-Arabic culture in medieval
Christian Spain and the article on translation by Charles Burnett. The book will be useful for the coming decennia, although
since its appearance many other studies in the field of the history, cultures and literatures of Muslim Spain have come to
light. In this connection I do not wish to leave unmentioned
the last five monographs which appeared in Brill's Medieval
Iberian Peninsula, Texts and Studies, by O. Zwartjes {Love
Songs From al-Andalus, 1997), N. Roth {Jews, Visigoths and
Muslims in Medieval Spain, 1994), P.C. Scales {The Fall of the
Caliphate of Cordoba, 1994), G. Wiegers {Islamic Literature
in Spanish and Aljamiado, 1994), and by myself {Spanish
Hebrew poetry and the Arabic Literary Tradition, 1994).
Amsterdam, October 1998
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Maliki jurispmdence, which dominated al-Andalus, placed
women and men on an equal level in the fields of ethics and
religion; women were, however, inferior to men in the political and legal domains. This inferiority was confirmed by the
Koran, the penal code, matrimonial law and the complex
hereditary law. There is a discussion of the marriage ceremony, as well as visits by women to the public bathhouses,
and to the cemeteries, the great religious feasts and the vintage feasts. As far as the professions are concemed, women
worked as milk merchants, embroiderers, weavers, and in the
less favoured classed as servants, singers and prostitutes
called khardjiyydt [i.e. involved in the tax called kharaj] in
brothels called Ar/iaray'-houses or girls' houses.

